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TOP LEFT: Dean Monroe Freedman

He came to Hofstra from Georgetown U.,
no pretentions and no cigar,
How bad a person can Dean Friedman be
if Warren Burger wanted him expelled from the bar?

TOP RIGHT: Associate Dean Aaron Twerski

He took Dean Younger’s place
and created quite a forum,
Aaron’s the only prof who knows so much
about products liability and Purim.

BOTTOM RIGHT: Associate Dean Stuart Filler

Is it calculable in gross income,
capital gains, or capital losses?
Stu tried to make it to the Senate
without playing up to the bosses.
Malachy told it to us often, we were sure there was no doubt, "When the disclaimer is in, the warranty is out."

In establishing our excellent library, the Whip was ever so very smart, and wiser words were never spoken than "Always check the pocket part."
RIGHT: Professor David Kadane

He established the N.L.O. when he came to Hofstra Law, for further information see 22 Misc. 2d 634 (that's 22, 634).

BOTTOM LEFT: Professor Abraham Ordover

Your cross-exam is failing, your argument's in a rut, And then the telling words from Judge Abe, "I appreciate that counselor, but . . . ."

BOTTOM RIGHT: Professor Eric Schmertz

If you should ever be curious about what Eric Schmertz looks like, Sit in on his class one day, But not when the firemen are on strike.
Yet another question on Palsgraf
or the defamation of Warren Spahn,
Josephine usually shrugs and says,
"I see your hands, I'm going on."

Three days late with your complaint
into court you boggie,
The judge, as Stu told us, denies relief
by simply saying "tough nuggies."

He teaches law with lots of class,
his wit we'll surely miss,
Our parting words for Burt Agata are
"Now let me ask you this."
RIGHT: Placement Officer Sandy Miller

Sandy has tried
to put jobs in our possession,
This is no easy task
in a depression.

BOTTOM RIGHT: Professor Leon Friedman

BOTTOM LEFT: Associate Professor
Sheila Okpaku
TOP LEFT: Professor John Gregory

Family law, regional government, and the trial of Lt. Calley, John DeWitt knows all the cites, the cases, and their rationale.

TOP RIGHT: Former Dean Judith Younger

BOTTOM LEFT: Professor William Ginsberg
From Hogan's office Sybil came feeling far superior to men, 'til two hundred signed up for Leon's section while Sybil's attracted ten.

TOP RIGHT: Associate Professor, Lawrence Kessler
BOTTOM LEFT: Associate Professor Alan Resnick
BOTTOM RIGHT: Associate Professor David Diamond
In real estate and land use no brighter could there be, than lovable Professor Hillman who always said "You see."

TOP LEFT: Professor Herman Hillman

BOTTOM LEFT: Associate Professor Brenda Soloff

BOTTOM RIGHT: Associate Professor Daniel Posin
TOP: Nancy Meyrich and Lois Campbell; smiles from the librarians.

BOTTOM LEFT: Spizz, McEvily, CENTER RIGHT: and Weinig with the N.L.O. gang

BOTTOM RIGHT: Assistant Dean and troubleshooter David Benjamin
Ask him a question and in just a wink, Larry replies, "I don't know, what do you think?"
Mike Berns celebrates landing job by letting his hair grow.

Elizabeth Block      Louis W. Bookheim
"And on these shelves will be located our newest acquisition - the complete 40 volume set of Gilbert's outlines, a generous gift of the Class of '75."
Mona C. Engel
Jeffrey P. Englander
Stephen G. Epstein
Harry J. Erreich
Paul Jacobi enters lounge for early morning pick-me-up, courtesy of Tom Feinman.

Mark S. Faden
Robert A. Faller
Thomas Feinman
Mark J. Fox
"How was I to know this was what they meant when the partners said I could develop my own practice?" proclaims a young Mitch Gilbert.
Mike Davis and Dan Guido divy up jobs outside placement office.
CENTER LEFT: Ralph Stein, the spy who came in from the cold.
Norm Kent, wethead;

Norm Kent, the dry look.

“In some instances homemade pies are superior. Wills never.”

MATTER OF

DOUGLAS, 195 M. 661, 662 (1949)
Calvin M. Lederer
Howard Leventhal
Lance J. Lieberman
Richard Lipman
Dwight W. Loines
Fred Eisenbud grooming candidate for editorship of 1995 Hofstra Law Review.
Irene "Reenie" Rosaschi brings home souvenir for Charlie's room.

Charles R. Robert

Charles E. Rogers, Jr.

Marjorie W. Rooney

Charles V. Rosaschi
Before.

Doria M. Rosen
Andrew B. Roth
Leslie B. Rudman
Donald L. Sapir
With the bar exam around the corner, Pete and Lloyd get down to some serious studying.

Robert G. Tengeler

Marshall D. Trager

Michael A. Vacarr
There is a vague popular belief that lawyers are necessarily dishonest ... Let no young man choosing the law for a calling for a moment yield to the popular belief - resolve to be honest at all events; and if in your own judgment you cannot be an honest lawyer, resolve to be honest without being a lawyer.

Abraham Lincoln
We are sorry that due to space limitations and/or unavailability for photographing, pictures of the following members of the faculty and staff were not included in this Annual.

LAW LIBRARY STAFF
Betty Braverman
Chan-Shen Chou
Grace Guttmann
Lillian Kaufman
Mary Lavin
Caren Royce
Ellen Scherr
Evelyn Sokol
Gloria Stevenson

FACULTY
Asst. Prof. Marina Angel
Asso. Prof. Linda Hirschson
Asso. Prof. Andrew Onejeme
Asso. Prof. Lawrence Ross
The Honorable Marvin E. Frankel
Visiting Prof. Melvin L. Wolf
Special Prof. Michael Atkins
Spec. Prof. David Brainin
Spec. Prof. Michael Cook
Spec. Prof. Nathan Dershowitz
Spec. Prof. Donald Farber
The Honorable Bertram Harnett
Spec. Prof. Lawrence Kurland
Spec. Prof. Dr. Harvey Levin
Spec. Prof. Kenneth Norwich
Spec. Prof. Eric Offner
Spec. Prof. David Sacks
Spec. Prof. James Simon
Spec. Prof. Dr. Jacob Weissman

STAFF
Richard Benjamin
Mary Fitzgerald
Lore Furst
Gail Garabedian
Gay Glowacki
Valerie Hansen
Doris Henner
Inge Klomm
Dorothy Stewart
Mildred Urquart
Helen Wensley

FOOTNOTES

The editors gratefully acknowledge the help of QUOTE IT!: MEMORABLE LEGAL QUOTATIONS by Eugene C. Gerhart (Clark Boardman Co., Ltd., N.Y., N.Y., Sage Hill Publishers, Inc., Albany, N.Y.) (1969) from which all of the above quotations, including the quote on p. 45, were taken.